Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Fall 2014

Age Group:

U10

Week:

7

Topic: Passing and Receiving
Objective: To improve my teams ability to pass and receive the ball
Stage

Organization

Diagram

Passing Box Patterns
in a 20x20 grid.
A player passes along the outside of the box to their teammate
and makes a run forward, the receiver plays a back pass and
Stage 1
Technical makes a through run, the sequence starts again.
Warm-up Variation: No back pass, to receive and turn
Variation: 1 touch back pass
Variation: 1 touch every pass
Variation: outside of foot pass/receive

3v3 to goal
in a 20Wx30L grid.
Scoring: every pass made before a goal counts as a point (you
must score)
Stage 2
Small Sided Any one touch pass that connects with a teammate is 5
Activity
bonus points
Any combination pass (give and go, overlap) is worth 10
bonus points
4v4 to goal in 3rds
In a 30Wx40L grid.
Any passing that connects 2 3rds is 5 points
Stage 3
Any passing that connects all 3 3rds is 20 points
Expanded
Any passing that connects all 3 3rds and results in a goal is 50
Small Sided
points
Activity

Stage 4
Conditioned
Game

Click to insert session diagram

C - What surface of the foot do you use to redirect
the ball when receiving it (First Touch) ?
P - The inside of the foot to push the ball into
space or away from defenders?
Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

5v5 or 6v6
Play in a formation

Interactive Session Plan created by www.academysoccercoach.com

U10: Coach Interventions
Coach (C) - What is the first thing you should do before
you make a pass?
Player (P) - Call the person’s name that you are passing
to. Make eye Contact. Watch the ball off your foot.
C - What is the first thing you do before receiving a
pass?
P - Make eye contact with the passer. Get in line with
the ball. Watch it all the way on to your foot.
(Peripheral)
C - What part of the foot do you pass/receive with?
P- Inside/outside

C - Where should teammates support the player
with the ball? What shape?
P - In-front, behind and at either side of the player
with the ball making a triangle or diamond.

Q - When should you move into a
supporting position for your teammate?
A - As soon as the ball is passed to my
teammate
Q - Why should you constantly be mobile
and changing your position on the field?
A - To provide passing lanes (options) for
my teammates. (Support positions)
Reinforce the techniques associated with
passing/receiving
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